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Have you ever felt inadequate? Maybe it was just before some significant event, and you were
wondering whether you’d survive the stress. Or maybe it was just after some situation where you
really blew it—and you wondered if you’d ever be able to show your face again!
Maybe you’ve never allowed yourself to admit a feeling of inadequacy. It’s a common human
experience. We usually don’t share our shortcomings publicly. But if you open yourself privately,
someone who loves and accepts you will provide the support necessary to see you through the angst.
The Bible tells us repeatedly “Do not be afraid!” Still, fear is common and is often associated with
some kind of loss—loss of power or position or status, loss of respect, loss of turf, loss of security,
loss of health, loss of face, etc.
A surprising relative of fear is pride. Most prideful people call it confidence. Most of the people who
have to live with prideful people call it haughtiness or arrogance.
I sought counsel from colleagues about individuals who seemed prideful to the point of cockiness. All
who had experience with such an individual felt (or knew because of disclosures made by the
individuals) that the behaviors were a cover for some kind of fear.
Both fear and pride come from an underlying focus on self and a concern for what others think of you.
They stem from playing to some audience other than God—your boss, your neighbors, your friends,
your competitors, your employees, etc.
Both fear and pride separate us from others. We compare ourselves, and we’re rarely happy with the
outcome. If we judge ourselves superior, we’re not sure we deserve it. If we are inadequate by
comparison, we’ve confirmed our fears and we know our pride is a lie.
There IS another option. 2 Corinthians 3:5 says that we are not “adequate in ourselves, but our
adequacy is from God.” (New American Standard Bible) Acknowledging the truth, God is the source
of all that we are and every opportunity we have to serve. We have no legitimate right to be filled with
pride or fear. They are insidious obstructers to our humbly serving others.
If we are good at some skill, God gave us that ability and allowed us the option to develop it beyond a
primitive level. God has given each of us unique abilities and opportunities to use our strengths to
serve others.
Consider your strengths. What is their source? Inheritance? Environment? You had no control over
your selection of ancestors or early childhood guidance.
Maybe you don’t even believe in God. Maybe all this talk about a Messiah’s birth in a stable is
something you’ve not investigated. Maybe this is the year you’ll go to someone you trust and start
seeking some answers.
It may be too late to provide this Christmas gift to your leadership team, but you could certainly
consider it as a New Year’s project. The Lead Like Jesus study guide is an excellent resource for
collectively building your skills with your colleagues. Authored by Ken Blanchard, Lee Ross, Phil
Hodges, and Avery Willis, it is a superb learning source about the healthy alternatives to inadequacy,
fear, and pride.
If you would like guidance on how to conduct a study group with your team, contact me. I’ll provide a
simple one-pager to get you started. Merry Christmas!
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